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Please contact Naoaki Saito studio.
2-21-6, Teramachi, Joetsu-shi, Niigata

White porcelain Guinomi

取材・編集：北陸農政局
編集協力：関東信越国税局、関東経済産業局

Naoaki Saito, a second generation ceramic artist, has been working for 

over 40 years at the kiln his father set up in Takada, Joetsu City. His 

works cover a variety of styles and types of pieces, such as tableware 

and stationery and are made primarily of white porcelain or porcelain with 

painting. His creative activities are varied, including holding his private 

exhibitions at department stores and galleries inside and outside Niigata 

and designing wine labels.   

A potter in Teramachi, Joetsu City. 
Following in the style of his father Tousai, 
he makes plates and bowls which are 
primarily made of white plain porcelain, or 
porcelain with color painting or blue-
white ceramics.  His works with paintings 
of red peppers and camelias, which are 
designs he inherited from his father, are 
nice but his plain white Guinomi sake 
cups are highly recommended.

Musashino shuzo
Co., Ltd.
Director
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Please contact Echigoyaki Myoko Akakura kiln.
588-18, Akakura, Myoko-shi, Niigata ☎ 0255-87-3450

URL      http://www.yplan.jp/ Mail  takayuki@yplan.jp

Echigoyaki
Born out of the desire to 'express local nature and environment 
with local clay'  by using traditional techniques, Zoushin
Kuriyama, a potter in Myoko City, has made pieces by using 
local natural materials from Echigo and firing them at an 
anagama (cave kiln) or a 13-meter long noborigama (climbing 
kiln), both fueled by wood.  A hands-on pottery class, using the 
local Myoko clay, is available. 
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For warm sake, the 
best fit is to use a 
ceramic sake bottle 
and ceramic sake cups. 

※Be sure to call in advance.
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